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The shift to working from home brings questions and challenges:

- How do I keep confidential data from being left on personal devices?
- How do I give employees access to critical on-premises apps from home?
- How do I protect employees from increased phishing attacks?
- How do I make sure the devices my employees use are secure?
- How do I keep confidential data from being left on personal devices?
Many businesses have strict compliance requirements and stricter NDAs. They must ensure that data is always protected.

- **Business Continuity**
  Business want to enable their employees to work from any where and on any device with same or if possible greater levels of productivity.

- **Security**

- **Cost**
  The investments during a crisis for Work-from-Home must be optimized to provide benefits even and after during normal operations.
What is Virtual Workplace?

Physical office

Internet

Virtual Workplace

Your staff at Home or Anywhere!
What do you get?

**Business continuity**
There is no dependency on your office premises being accessible, and it's Internet or server being on all the time.

**Scalability**
Rapidly scale up and down depending on your business needs. Deploy infra resources during peak seasons or deploying branch offices.

**Flexibility**
This workplace of the future is mobile, visual and secure. It can be delivered virtually to every end user, even those without a PC.

**Cost control**
Pay for only what you use through monthly or yearly subscription models. Reduce capital expenses and enjoy more predictable operational expenses.

**Security**
You fulfil your compliance requirements. You can monitor work and at the same time be safe from hackers. You minimize chances of threats and failures both
Solution

What's best for your business!
Virtual Workplace - Lite

Solution for Micro businesses with <= 10 users, looking for Low cost business continuity solution

• All users get their own virtual workstation from anywhere, through any device through a secure Internet connection.
• All applications configured and ready for use with full features.
• Data encryption and data backup enabled across the Virtual organisation.
• Secure login for each user.
• The Business has 1TB of Cloud storage included for files and can be increased.
• Dedicated Virtual Infrastructure, not shared with any other organisations.
• Simple and easy to manage, hassle free solution.

Best fit for
Chartered Accountants
SME Manufacturing
Small businesses
Traders

~1350
Per user/month
Virtual Workplace - Plus

For the business who want to monitor work hours and to be sure that security is optimum.

With data backup and restoration!

Best fit for
Chartered Accountant
Lawyers
Media

- All features of Lite with additional level of Infrastructure security.
- Identity protection through Two Factor Authentication and Identity theft prevention.
- Server and Data Backup.
- Restore data to previous versions.
- Simple remote access group policy control.
- Restrict access by device name.
- Prevents foreign attackers from opening remote sessions.
- Option to allow access from India only for complete security.

~2500
Per user/month
Virtual Workplace - Prime

Complete Solution for Businesses that manage confidential data and have statutory compliance. Complete control of data and full Windows Experience for all users.

- A complete Windows Desktop Experience.
- Centralize patch management and mobile device management.
- Remotely wiping business data from lost or stolen devices without affecting personal information.
- Complete control of data - Do Not Copy and Do Not Forward to email/documents
- Restrict paste to personal apps and computers.
- Control data access with DLP, archiving, IP restriction, and encryption.
- Applying security policies to protect business data on iOS and Android devices

~5500

Per user/month

Best fit for
BFSI
Lawyers
Pharmaceuticals
Which one is right for me?

**M3D Virtual Workplace Lite**
Micro Businesses - 5 to 10 Users
- For small business that have simple applications and data sharing.
- Ideal for Chartered accounts, Small businesses, Manufacturing, Trading and Retail businesses.
- Minimum IT Budget and knowledge.

**M3D Virtual Workplace Prime**
Small/Medium Businesses - 10 to 1000 Users
- Best for Compliance and data leakage prevention.
- Complete Windows Experience.
- Complete control on files and data.
- Complete restrict print and copy of data to personal computers.
- Control E-mail to not forward or print too.
- Control and erase data on mobile phones and stolen devices.
- Huge cost savings, as it comes with Enterprise Email Server, Collaboration Services, Full version of Office, Cloud storage, Windows 10 Upgrade License, Centralised Device Management and Data Protection.

**M3D Virtual Workplace Plus**
Micro/Small Businesses - 5 to 40 Users
- Use just a browser to start working.
- Monitor employee activity and work hours.
- Disable remote working easily and enforce work from office.
- You want stronger Security from hacking including 2FA and blacklisting.
Plan
We help you plan the right solution and deployment based on your business need and resources.
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Train
To maximize usage, we will conduct trainings for your IT team and Staff.
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Implement
A dedicated Associate backed by experts will help you roll it out.

3
Matrix3D Skills and Team

What differentiates us, is our 28 years of core technology background with a strong team who have a hands-on approach on Security and Cloud based IT Infrastructure for IT Re-engineering.

We are the trusted partner of many businesses for Assurance and in their journey of Digital Transformation

Certifications

- CISA Certified Information Security Auditor
- ISO/IEC 27001:2013 Lead Implementer
- Certified in Microsoft and Cisco Technologies

Affiliations

Microsoft Partner
- Silver Collaboration and Content
- Silver Cloud Productivity
- Silver Small and Midmarket Cloud Solutions
Awards and Honors

Few of the many accolades we have been honored with! Here are some of our awards:

• Outstanding Cyber Security Company by the Association of India Communication Multimedia and Infrastructure.
• Best Enterprise Security Company at CRN India
• Best Company for Cloud Security at CRN India
Client List

...many more
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